Album Scanner App Photomyne Reaches 1M
Users, Releases Major Update
iOS album scanner app Photomyne has announced it
crossed the 1M users and 15M scanned photos thresholds,
and unveiled version 4.0 which offers cloud-only backup
feature and major updates to its scanning technology.
Tel Aviv, July 2016 - Photomyne, the photo app that invites users to quickly
scan entire photo albums, save and share them with friends and family, has
announced it reached the 1 million users and 15 million scanned photos
thresholds. In addition, the company announced the release of version 4.0,
which brings significant enhancements to the Photomyne app.
The new app update will offer the app’s audience of over 1
 million users a
revamped, machine-learning based scanning algorithm for faster and more
efficient scanning process. In addition, Photomyne Cloud subscribers will
now benefit from a new cloud-only photo backup option. The latter will
allow heavy users with large scanned photo collections to free up space on
their iOS device while still keeping their Photomyne photos backed-up on
the cloud and readily accessible.
“We’ve seen a much faster than expected growth in our user base this past
year,” said Photomyne CEO Nir Tzemah. “This can only be seen as proof
that Photomyne answers a real need of preserving one’s personal history
and memories.” Tzemah also stated that “with the release of version 4.0
we hope to make the Photomyne experience even better than before.” The
Photomyne app was first launched a year ago, in July 2015.
Photomyne has been the subject of extensive media coverage in the past
few months, from globally acclaimed publications such as T
 echCrunch,

PetaPixel and Popular Photography. TechCrunch (Sarah Perez) stated
(May 27, 2016): “What makes Photomyne compelling versus the
competition in this space is a combination of its technology and the user
experience.”
About Photomyne
Rediscover precious memories of the past and save them forever, right on
your phone. Scan paper photos, back them up and share them with friends
and family. Join 1M users who already scanned more than 15M memories
with Photomyne. Photomyne is currently available on the App Store and
offers a free app, a paid app, and a subscription plan for cloud services. Its
Android app is coming soon. For more information please visit
www.photomyne.com or download the app on the App Store.

